By associating the Choi matrix form of a completely positive, trace preserving (CPTP) map with a particular space of matrices with orthonormal columns, called a Stiefel manifold, we present a family of parametric probability distributions on the space of CPTP maps that is amenable to Bayesian analysis of process tomography. Using the statistical theory of exponential families, we derive a distribution that has an average Choi matrix as a sufficient statistic, and relate this to data gathered through process tomography. This results in a maximum entropy distribution completely characterized by the average Choi matrix, to our knowledge the first example of a continuous, non-unitary random CPTP map that can capture meaningful prior information about arbitrary errors for use in Bayesian estimation. As specific examples, we show how these distributions can be used for full Bayesian tomography as well as maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates. These distributions also have relevance in recently proposed importance sampling-based Bayesian procedures for process tomography. As an aside, we show how this Stiefel manifold representation can be used to perform manifold-based optimization that maintains the CP and TP properties along the entire search path without the use of general constraint optimization techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key requirement for Bayesian estimation is probability distributions that are defined on the relevant space of interest that can be used for prior distributions or proposal distributions for sequential methods. Furthermore it is generally desired that these distributions can be parameterized in some manner that allows for the capture of meaningful prior information. Typically, this amounts to some form of location and scale parameters, analogous to the mean and variance for the normal distribution. In the context process tomography of quantum systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , one particular sample space of interest is the space of completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) maps.
From the perspective of probability distributions for random quantum operations, Ref. [6] uses projection of Haarrandom unitaries from a unitary group of higher dimension to define a distribution on the space of CPTP maps that is absolutely continuous on the space of CPTP maps. Ref. [7] reviews a number of results on random CPTP maps derived from random unitary operations, along with a number of theoretical results on their composition and effect on quantum states. Another example of a random quantum operation, although one that is not absolutely continuous are Pauli errors, commonly used in quantum error correction simulations [8] [9] [10] . A generalization of this concept is discrete mixtures over a finite set of CPTP maps [11] . As far as the application of these distributions, Ref. [12] uses the distribution of [6] as a proposal distribution for CPTP maps. These samples are then propagated using sequential importance sampling to perform adaptive Bayesian process tomography, in a similar fashion to the state tomography performed in [13] .
In this work, we derive a family of probability distributions of random CPTP maps that are absolutely continuous and are * kevin.schultz@jhuapl.edu also completely characterized by their first moment, in this case, an average Choi matrix. Alternatively, these distributions can be characterized as maximum entropy distributions with a given average value. We argue that due to the compactness of the space of CPTP maps, these distributions provide a natural notion of both location and concentration in the regimes of interest for quantum information (i.e., high fidelity operations) using only the information attainable from quantum process tomography.
Such a distribution of random CPTP maps that is both absolutely continuous and completely characterized by its average value is natural to consider in the context of quantum information. On one hand, the evolution of an open quantum system can often be treated as a noisy evolution, through the stochastic Liouville equation [14] . This type of description applies to some of the most common types of qubits and their predominant decoherence mechanisms (see, e.g. Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). On the other hand, especially in the context of quantum gates or circuits, we often speak of just an average error channel (or simply "the" error channel) for a given quantum operation, and do not consider it as either random variable or stochastic process. In this context, quantum process tomography is essentially computing estimates of the average quantum channel, and thus motivates the desire for a parametric probability distribution for which the average map, as estimated from tomography or simulation, is a sufficient statistic.
In the following sections, we review some relevant properties of the Choi matrix representation for CPTP maps, and also how a Choi matrix can be associated to matrices with orthonormal columns. Next, we review some definitions from classical statistics and introduce the concept of an exponential family of probability distributions, and how exponential families using a manifold of orthonormal matrices as a sample space can be used to define a probability distribution on the space of CPTP maps for which the average Choi matrix serves as a sufficient statistic. Finally, as example applications of these concepts, we show how these distributions can be used for Bayesian approaches to process tomography.
II. CHOI MATRICES AND STIEFEL MANIFOLDS
In quantum information, a quantum state can be represented by a density operator ρ, where ρ ∈ C N ×N is a positive semidefinite, Hermitian matrix with Tr(ρ) = 1. Quantum operations are then completely positive, trace-preserving (CPTP) maps [23] . In this work, we will make the additional assumption that the quantum maps of interest map to density operators of the same dimension as the input dimension, but this can be generalized. CPTP maps can be represented uniquely by the Choi matrix form Λ, which can be derived from a Liouvillian superoperator L via a coordinate shuffling involution operation [6, 24] . The relevant properties of Λ that we will consider here are 1) the CP property implies Λ is Hermitian and postive-semidefinite, and 2) the TP property implies that Tr B Λ = I N , where Tr B denotes the partial trace over the second subsystem when Λ is viewed as an operator in the tensor product space of two N × N spaces.
Since Λ is Hermitian and positive semidefinite, there exists a matrix S such that Λ = S † S, i.e., a square root factorization. Note that this factorization is not unique, indeed U S for any unitary U will result in an identical Choi matrix as S. Clearly, the coordinates of Λ can be expressed as inner products of the columns of S, through
First, note
so the columns of ξ are unit vectors. Second,
for j, k = 0, . . . , N − 1 and j = k, so the columns of ξ are in fact orthonormal with ξ † ξ = I N . The space of m × n (complex) matrices (m ≥ n) with orthonormal columns is a Stiefel manifold [25] , and is denoted V n (C m ). We will show below how a certain probability distribution on Stiefel manifolds corresponds to a natural distribution of random CPTP maps, and as such we restrict our attention to the Stiefel manifolds V N (C kN ), where k = 1, . . . , N 2 depending on the Kraus rank of the random CPTP maps we are working with. This is not the first time that a CPTP map has been associated with elements of a Stiefel manifold, it has been noted elsewhere (see e.g., [6, 12, 26] ) that column stacking the Kraus operators in the Kraus form of a CPTP map can be associated with an equivalence class of unitary matrices with the same N columns (see [27] for a characterization of Stiefel manifolds in terms of these equivalence classes). Using the eigendecomposition of the Choi matrix, one can construct Kraus operators [24] and these can in turn be column stacked and identified with an element of a Stiefel manifold. Careful index tracking reveals that the Stiefel representation ξ can be mapped to stacked Kraus operators through a row permutation. These representations of CPTP maps are known collectively as Stinespring representations [24, 28] , and were used in Ref. [6] as an alternative derivation for the generation of their random CPTP map distribution.
III. CHOI MATRICES AS SUFFICIENT STATISTICS
In classical statistics, one is often concerned with the estimation of some parameter θ given sample data {x i } using some family of parameterized probability distributions p(x; θ). In particular, it is desirable to select statistical models p(x; θ) where sample averages of some function T (x) contain all of the information needed for the maximum likelihood estimation of θ that can be derived from a dataset {x i }. In this context, T (x) is referred to as a sufficient statistic [29, 30] . A familiar example of this concept is the estimation of the parameters of a normal random variable through the sample averages of the mean and variance from data.
An alternative method for the selection of statistical models uses the principle of maximum entropy [31] , where the functional form of the probability distribution is selected based on maximizing the entropy functional E[log(p(x))] over the space of all probability distributions that satisfy E[T (x)] = η relative to some base measure, defining a distribution p(x; η). Again, an example of this is the normal distribution, which maximizes the entropy over all probability distributions (with support on the entirety of R n ) with a given mean and variance, relative to the Lebesgue measure on R n . More generally, it turns out that under a very broad set of conditions, these two methods of defining probability distributions lead to identical distributions. There exists a 1-1 differentiable mapping between the parameters θ and η, and the study of these dual coordinates is known as information geometry [32] , which generalizes a wide range of properties encountered in many familiar probability distributions. The generalization of these concepts leads to the notion of exponential families, which are parametric families of probability distributions with the following form:
where θ are called the natural parameters that enforce the above decoupling between x and the parameters, T (x) are the sufficient statistics, ψ(θ) is the log-normalizer which forces p(x; θ) to integrate to 1, and κ(x) is the carrier measure which defines the support of p(x; θ) in the full space of x. It is easy to check that maximum (log)-likelihood estimation of θ depends only sample averages of T (x), as desired. Furthermore, exponential families are essentially the only distributions that satisfy this property [29, 30] . As implied above, the normal distribution is an example of an exponential family (θ = (
⊤ , and
, and another particularly relevant example is the binomial distribution (θ = log(p/(1−p)), T (x) = np, and ψ(θ) = n log(1 + exp(θ)) − log(n!)) which will be used in the discussion of process tomography.
To define a probability distribution on the space of CPTP maps for which the average Choi matrix is a sufficient statistic (alternatively, one for which entropy is maximized given an average Choi matrix), the above discussion tells us that the distribution must be an exponential family of the form:
If our sample space was the entire space of positive semidefinite matrices, we could note that Eq. (3) is a Wishart distribution [33, 34] . However, the TP property is even more restrictive than the condition Tr(Λ) = N . As an aside, if we were in fact interested in positive semidefinite matrices with fixed trace (and rank) we could use the matrix Bingham distribution which is an example of a probability distribution defined on Stiefel manifolds [35] , but this is not appropriate in the case of CPTP maps. Instead of defining a distribution directly on the space of Choi matrices, we consider instead using the statistic defined by mapping random N 3 × N matrix elements ξ with orthonormal columns to the Choi matrix defined by the relationship in Eq. (1). With some abuse of notation, let S(ξ) denote the N 2 × N 2 matrix defined by performing the inverse of the column arrangement defined in Eq. (1), and let Λ(ξ) = S(ξ) † S(ξ). Then, the exponential family we should consider has the form:
Eqs. (3) and (4) are superficially similar, but it is important to understand that Eq. (4) is defined on a completely different space, and thus the respective normalizers ψ and carrier measures κ are different. From this point on, we will be considering only distributions defined on Stiefel manifolds, and we will suppress the carrier measure terms, as it is understood that the distributions are restricted to the Stiefel manifold of the appropriate dimension. Furthermore, since the uniform distribution on the Stiefel manifold generates the distribution defined in Ref. [6] , we have that the maximum entropy properties of the exponential families on the Stiefel manifold are in fact maximizing the entropy relative to the distribution from Ref. [6] .
Next, note that
where each A i,j denotes the matrix
On a (real-valued) Stiefel manifold, distributions of the form
are generalizations of the frame-Bingham distributions [36, 37] , by considering A i,j for i = j. Here, we are concerned with a complex-valued manifold, but this is easily extensible via the standard tricks for converting a complex matrix to a real one via stacking (see [38] for an example of this technique as applied to the traditional Bingham distribution). Strictly speaking, the structure of A i,j is more constrained (i.e., each A is comprised of blocks of scaled identity matrices) than the most general form of the frame-Bingham distribution, so this is technically a sub-model of the generalized frame-Bingham distribution.
The frame-Bingham distribution can be Gibbs sampled via the techniques of [39] as per the discussion in [36, 37] , and the generalized case follows immediately from the scheme described there. As far as inference procedures for the frameBingham distribution, [37] introduces a procedure for approximating the normalizer, but we conjecture that given the additional structure imposed by A i,j the estimation process is replicated using the traditional Bingham distribution, procedures for which can be found in [35] . Showing this explicitly is an area of future research.
While a closed-form mapping between Θ and Λ(ξ) is not known, since this is a special case of a generalized frameBingham distribution, which is ultimately derived from a normal distribution using vectorization arguments [37] , we know that Θ is Hermitian and positive semidefintie, and that Θ and Λ(ξ) are jointly diagonalizable (i.e., they have the same eigenvectors), so that the estimation of Θ from E[Λ(ξ)] ultimately amounts to estimating the eigenvalues of Θ. Furthermore, we can assume that the minimum eigenvalue of Θ is zero.
IV. APPLICATION TO BAYESIAN PROCESS TOMOGRAPHY
Having derived an appropriate family of probability distributions to serve as prior distributions, in this section we show some examples of how to apply them in the context of Bayesian process tomography. Specifically, using a basic tomographic model for simulation, we use these distributions to construct a full Bayesian estimate of a dephasing channel as well as a Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for general CPTP error maps. We stress, however, that the distributions themselves are widely applicable beyond the error models, tomographic routines, and Bayesian estimation procedures included here.
In an ideal experiment with perfect state preparation and projective measurements, a given measurement is a Bernoulli trial, and repeating the experiment results in a binomial distribution. If we perform m different state preparation and measurement combinations, accumulating x i counts in n i trials, the resulting joint binomial probability distribution is
where A i is a column vector dependent on the particular state preparation and measurement performed, and |· denotes the column-stacking vectorization operator, and ·| its conjugate transpose.
For notational convenience, we will use bold-faced x and n to denote the m-dimensional count and trial vector, respectively. Maximum likelihood estimation of the Choi matrix is formally defined aŝ
where Λ is drawn from the space of Choi matrices corresponding to CPTP maps. Typically, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is performed using the equivalent optimization of the log of the likelihood function Eq. (8) bŷ
More complex tomographic procedures, such as gate set tomography [4, 5] , can use a similar objective function, except it is jointly optimized over multiple CPTP maps and the A † i |Λ are replaced with higher order terms in the gates to be estimated.
Unlike maximum likelihood estimation, which generates a point estimate, Bayesian estimation produces a posterior distribution p(Λ|x, n) from a prior distribution p(Λ) and the experimental results x (and parameter n) via Bayes' Rule:
where Λ ′ is a dummy variable of integration. To produce a point estimate, often the MAP approach is used,
and Choi matrix
If θ is a random variable, then we have E[exp(i2θ)] as the only (independent) statistic that we can compute about θ using process tomography on E[Λ θ ]. For a random angle ϑ, E[exp(iϑ)] is the sufficient statistic that defines the von Mises distribution on the circle [40] . However, in the angular case (and only the angular case), if exp(iθ) follows the Bingham distribution, then 2θ defines a von Mises distribution [40] . As the Bingham distribution is a special case (in fact, the original, motivating case) for the generalized frame-Bingham distribution Eq. (7), we have tied essentially the simplest random quantum channel to the more general case.
To perform Bayesian process tomography on Λ θ , we can then assign a prior using the von Mises distribution by specifying an average value for exp(i2θ). To motivate why we would want to specify our prior distribution using exp(i2θ), note that the corresponding χ-matrix of Λ θ has χ 1,1 = In other words, the process fidelity of Λ θ as an identity gate is . Mathematically, this term can then be estimated using preparation and measurement in |+ , a common physical measurement is a Ramsey experiment. Fig. 1a shows the posterior, Binghamgenerated prior, and binomial likelihood for a simulated set of experiments where the prior process fidelity was set to 0.99 (i.e., The results in Fig. 1a are from treating θ as an unknown but constant error term that remains fixed for the duration of all measurements. This is likely a reasonable model for fabrication effects, calibration errors, and DC-dominated noise terms. For fast fluctuations, we would expect that the depolarizing errors θ vary between measurements. Suppose that each preparation and measurement step is actually subjected to independent, identically distributed errors drawn from the same von Mises distribution considered above. Then, the sample average of cos(2θ) can be related to a χ 2 distribution. Specifically, 2nγ(1 − cos(2θ)) is approximately distributed as a χ 2 n random variable [40] . Here, γ is a correction factor dependent on the angular concentration of 2θ as a von Mises distribution. Use of this χ 2 n -derived prior is shown in Fig. 1b . This prior is far more concentrated, and due to numerical issues does not fuse with the likelihood well when it is outside the concentrated mass of the prior, resulting in little shift when using standard SciPy implementations of the χ 2 distribution function.
B. Aside: Estimation on Stiefel Manifolds
In this section we describe briefly how the Stiefel manifold representation is particularly well-suited to the optimization problems on the space of CPTP maps, but as we will show below, these techniques are not required to employ the MAP techniques described in the next section. Often, the estimation process in process tomography boils down to an optimization problem on some square matrix form of a quantum operation, solved in Euclidean space, where the CP and TP properties are enforced via penalties or through constrained optimization (for several examples, see [41] ). We will now briefly show how techniques from optimization on Stiefel manifolds [27, 42] can be used to perform optimization efficiently and directly while preserving both CP and TP properties along the search path. It is straight-forward to adapt the techniques of [42] once a suitable Stiefel manifold representation ξ and objective function has been identified, for example to the multigate optimizations required for gate set tomography, or more broadly to optimization problems on the space of CPTP maps that are unrelated to tomography. For completeness, we summarize the key points as applied directly to the basic process tomography problem. We then use this technique in the following section to perform MLE and MAP estimation.
Given some initial point ξ k and an objective function F (ξ) to be minimized, in [42] they show how the matrix G = [ ∂F ∂ξi,j ] is used to produce a skew-symmetric matrix W = (Gξ † − ξG † ) which is then used to produce a line search curve
is known as the Cayley transform and has reduced computational complexity over the use of Stiefel manifold geodesics as search curves [42] .
The line search then proceeds by setting τ = τ 0 and successively reducing τ until the Armijo-Wolfe conditions are met on the objective function and its derivative [42] . In [42] , they describe how the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula can be used to compute Y (τ ) in a manner that is more computationally efficient than computing the matrix inverse in the Cayley transform naively, or by matrix exponentiation to compute a (unitary) curve along W . Since the Cayley transform produces a unitary matrix from W , we have that Y (τ ) is also an element of the Stiefel manifold, and thus represents a valid CPTP map.
The approach described in [42] is appropriate when the derivative of the optimization function can be expressed analytically in terms of ξ. This is the case for the objective function in Eq. (10), but is likely to be intractable or at least cumbersome for more complex tomographic procedures such as gate set tomography [4, 5] , which, for example, will have terms in the log that are higher order polynomials in the entries of Λ. In these cases, an alternative approach is desired. We propose a stochastic line search, but numerical approximations of the gradient via the tangent space would be another approach.
The stochastic line search is achieved by first constructing a random element Z in the tangent space at ξ, by Z = ξB+Cξ ⊥ where B is a random skew-symmetric matrix, C is an arbitrary random matrix, and ξ ⊥ is an arbitrary matrix representation of orthonormal vectors orthogonal to ξ (i.e., the matrix ξ ξ ⊥ is unitary). Set W = Zξ † − ξZ † , a skew-symmetric matrix. Using the Cayley transform Y (τ ), perform a small step and see if it improves the likelihood (heuristically, we also suggest taking a step in the negative direction if the initial direction does not produce improvement). Repeat this process until an improvement direction is found or some number of iterations have passed without finding a successful search direction. With a target direction W found, a line search along Y (τ ) is performed much as before. Repeat the stochastic line search at the new point ξ k+1 until some convergence criteria or iteration count is met.
C. MAP Estimation Using Exponential Families
Revisiting the MAP estimation problem defined in Eq. (12), we review the special interaction between exponential families and log-likelihood procedures for maximum likelihood estimation. Given an arbitrary exponential family prior for CPTP maps, recall that the functional form of such distribution would be
where we have used Θ to represent a matrix of natural parameters corresponding to sufficient statistics T (ξ). Furthermore, we have expressed the exponential family as a distribution on the Stiefel manifold, but in principle exponential families defined for other representations of CPTP maps would apply to the discussion below. Using p exp as a prior results in a posterior distribution
From a MAP estimation perspective,
(17) Thus, the use of an exponential family prior can be applied to a log-likelihood based maximum likelihood estimation routine by adding the term (θ, T (ξ) . In particular, for the frameBingham distribution described above, we havê
where setting Θ = 0 defines the uniform distribution on the Stiefel manifold, and the MAP estimate reduces to MLE estimate.
As we have formulated this approach as an optimization problem on a Stiefel manifold, incorporating this additional term into the framework of Section IV B is trivial once an exponential family has been selected. Incorporating the additional term in to other log-likelihood MLE schemes is straightforward but may computationally burdensome to convert back and forth to the Stiefel (or Choi) representation for every objective function evaluation. Furthermore, simultaneous MAP estimates could be performed to generate MAP estimates for a set of gates and SPAM errors (i.e., gate-set tomography) by incorporating separate regularization terms for each gate and SPAM error and performing a joint optimization.
D. MAP Estimation of General Error Channels
Consider a single-qubit uniform depolarizing channel Λ dp with process fidelity f close to one, i.e., the Choi matrix of Λ dp is
(19) We will use this to set a parameter Θ for our exponential family by setting Λ dp as the desired average of our distribution. The eigenvectors of Λ dp are the (scaled) vectorized Pauli matrices and it has two unique eigenvalues, 2f and 2 3 (1 − f ) (the latter with multiplicity 3). Thus following the discussion at the end of Section III, we know that Θ = θ|I I| for some positive, one dimensional θ (again, this is not be be interpreted as an angle). Note that in this case since we are using E [Tr (|I I|Λ)] as a sufficient statistic, we are effectively defining the exponential family (i.e., maximum entropy distribution) for which average process fidelity is a sufficient statistic. This is a natural choice of prior due to its relationship to the output of randomized benchmarking [43] . However, an arbitrary average Choi matrix could be used, requiring the estimation of up to N 2 − 1 eigenvalues of the corresponding parameter matrix Θ (here performed via sampling from the generalized frame-Bingham distribution). Fig. 2 shows distributions of the process fidelity of 1000 randomly generated CPTP maps generated via Gibbs sampling of the frame-Bingham distribution for a number of different θ. The data are displayed using violin plots, which show both a kernel density estimate of probability distribution of the data (reflected on both sides of the range bars) as well as the range and mean [44] . We note two important features about this figure. First, the increase in θ scales roughly linearly with the process infidelity in the log-log scale for a wide range of fidelities. Furthermore, we suspect that this trend would continue for larger θ if not for numerical issues. In other words, as the average of the distribution approaches a unitary operation, the largest eigenvalue of the parameter matrix Θ must outscale the others and approach infinity. Second, in these near unitary cases, the distribution of random operations is strongly concentrated about the average, providing a notion of both location and concentration in relevant regions of interest for quantum information.
As an initial analysis of this prior, Fig. 3 shows a Monte Carlo comparison of MLE and MAP estimates using θ = 10 4 , which the sampling indicates an expected process fidelity of 0.9997 performed using a true Λ dp with process fidelity of 0.9999. The process tomography was performed using perfect state preparation and measurement for all combinations of the states |0 , |1 , |+ and |− . In this case, the Monte Carlo runs are performed by generating the measurement counts based on the true depolarizing channel, and the primary variable here is the number of repetitions for each preparation and measurement. As we expect, the MAP estimates are biased towards a process fidelity of roughly 0.9997, but as the number of experiments are increased the effects of the prior are lessened and the two estimation methods converge. While the results in Fig. 3 are consistent with the general theory of MAP estimation, it is unlikely that a real physical process will exactly generate a uniform depolarizing channel. Using the same depolarizing prior as in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 shows comparisons of MLE and MAP tomographic estimates using randomly generated error channels with process fidelity 0.9999. This figure compares the diamond distance [45] between the estimates and the true channel. A similar figure to between the MLE and MAP estimates in this case in terms of process infidelity is essentially identical to Fig. 3 . These results show an improvement in average diamond norm error for the estimates in the MAP case, when the number of measurements is small where the prior is more influential. Again, as the number of measurements increases, the two estimates converge, and exhibit the expected √ n-decay as the number of measurements increases. A specific example of a comparison between the MLE and MAP approach is shown in Fig. 5 , where the estimation error is shown in terms of the Pauli transfer matrix [46] , which is a real-valued representation of a CPTP map that maps Bloch vectors ϕ to Aϕ + τ , where A and τ are the unital and nonunital portions of the map, respectively. As we expect from Fig. 4 , for this typical example we see a little over an order of magnitude improve- 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we have used the theory of exponential families of probability distributions using Stiefel manifolds as a sample space in order to derive the functional form of a family of probability distributions for which the average Choi matrix is a sufficient statistic. Alternatively, these distributions could be derived as the probability distributions on the space of CPTP maps that maximize entropy subject to a given average Choi matrix, relative to the Haar-derived measure from [6] . We then applied these distributions to the problem of Bayesian process tomography, in particular to the dephasing noise case, where a full posterior can be computed numerically, and a MAP routine for the general case. The concept behind the dephasing example is applicable to other single parameter problems in process tomography, such as amplitude damping. The MAP estimation technique can be applied using any CPTP map as the target average, albeit with the caveat that the eigenvalues for parameter for the frame-Bingham distribution needs to be determined through sampling. Here, the choice of a uniform depolarizing channel was primarily for the purpose of presentation, since it can be defined using a single parameter. Furthermore, with additional computational effort, one could potentially perform additional Monte Carlo analysis to determine credibility intervals, etc., [47] .
From a sequential importance sampling perspective, the family of distributions defined are are readily adaptable to the techniques proposed in [12, 13] . In this case, weighted averages of sample Choi matrices would be used to inform the parameter estimate for the following rounds proposal distribution, likely relying on additional Monte Carlo techniques due to the lack of a closed form relationship between Λ(ξ) and Θ. Since there is substantial structure in Θ in terms of the eigendecomposition of Λ this task is not too daunting, and was in fact performed for the numerical examples of MAP estimation presented here. Since we are working with exponential families, such an approach yields a striking resemblance to the cross entropy method from stochastic optimization [48] .
As a final point of note, the addition of regularizers or penalty terms to a maximum likelihood estimation process can often be interpreted in Bayesian context as the component due to a particular choice of (exponential family) prior in a MAP process [49, 50] , and thus certain sparsity-enforcing regularization terms used for process tomography (e.g., an ℓ 1 penalizer as in [51] ) might be interpretable as another exponential family defined on a Stiefel manifold. In this sense, the Stiefel manifold optimization technique is extremely flexible in terms of adding different regularizers (or even completely different objective functions, such as least squares) or to perform fixed Kraus rank process tomography as in [52] by restricting the shape of the Stiefel representation to be less than N 3 × N . Aside from the applications of this family of distributions to process tomography we note that these distributions could also be applied to circuit simulation to study the effects of non-Pauli errors in circuit simulation and threshold computations. Furthermore, it is possible that techniques from [36] could be applied to simulate correlated quantum errors for circuit simulation. Related to this, we note that a future direction of research is the distribution on quantum states induced by the application of these random CPTP maps to a given input state.
